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● As all ICT 48 we do Human Centric, Trustoworthy AI with European Values, but 

○ we focus on AI that enhances human capabilities and empowers citizens

○ we consider both the individual and the society as a whole

○ we do dedicated research in ethical and fundamental rights, and  protection by design

● We bring together a unique community 

○ from AI and beyond (HCI, social science,law,..)
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Narrow 
technical  view 
of AI Safety

• … “AI safety” focuses on technical solutions to ensure that AI systems operate 
safely and reliably.

• identify potential causes of unintended behavior in machine learning systems and develop 
tools to reduce the likelihood of such behavior occurring

• Problems in AI safety can be grouped into three categories: robustness, assurance, 
and specification



From the early days of self driving cars
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AI and gender bias

AI is as such is not biased, 
it is just a mirror 

for our biased society !
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AI safety is an interdisciplinary field concerned with preventing accidents, 
misuse, or other harmful consequences that could result from artificial 

intelligence (AI) systems.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence


AI Safety aspects
1. Technical safety: “classical” view of robustness, assurance, and specification 

of in particular ML systems

2. Human Computer Interaction aspects of safety

3. Social/ethical aspects of safety

4. Collective phenomena related aspects of safety

5. Superintelligence related safety concerns



AI Safety aspects
1. Technical safety: “classical” view of robustness, assurance, and specification 

of in particular ML systems

2. Human Computer Interaction aspects of safety

3. Social/ethical aspects of safety

4. Collective phenomena related aspects of safety

5. Superintelligence related safety concerns

Nowak, A., Lukowicz, P., & Horodecki, P. (2018). Assessing artificial intelligence for humanity: Will ai be the our biggest ever 
advance? or the biggest threat [opinion]. IEEE Technology and Society Magazine, 37(4), 26-34.
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Human-AI Colaboration: What for ?
• There are situations where the process is as important as the optimal answer
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Applied to Art
• On signal level (pixels, accoustic signals etc) computers can already 

produce artifacts which for humans are largely indistinguishable from 
art 

• But art is not just about signal level output, but about the process of 
generating that output as an expression of  feelings, experiences, 
struggles etc. ideology etc, which is per definition human 

Human vs AI artworks, courtesy Harsha Gangadharbatla, 
Empirical Studies of the Arts (AHHA)



Submitted to AAAI 2023

Example study: Unreflected Acceptance - Investigating the Negative 
Consequences of ChatGPT-Assisted Problem Solving in Physics Education 

What is the performance of students when being allowed to use ChatGPT instead 
of Google  for solving physics problems ?

• Solve 4 of the tasks given at tasks given in the International Physics Olympiad (knowledge of 
kinematics, friction and rotational movements and  inelastic collisions and conservation)

• N=27 had unrestricted access to ChatGPT, N=12 had access to a search engine 



Example study: Unreflected Acceptance - Investigating the Negative 
Consequences of ChatGPT-Assisted Problem Solving in Physics Education 

• On average, participants scored x ̄=1.04 points 
(s=1.43) out of maximum achievable 12 points in 
the CHATGPT condition 

• the highest score achieved by a single student was 
six points. In total three students got more than two 
points, while twelve students did not score any 
points at all 

• For the SEARCH ENGINE, participants scored x ̄=1.83
points (s=1.27) on average. 

• Four points was the highest amount achieved by 
two students. In total three students achieved more 
than two points while one student did not score a 
single point 

Students trusted (relied on out of laziness ?) 
CHATGPT too much



Trustworthiness

„soft“ trust factors

„hard“ trust factors



The danger of the combination of Artificial and Natural  Stupidity

Baum, Kevin, Joanna Bryson, Frank Dignum, Virginia Dignum, Marko Grobelnik, Holger Hoos, Morten Irgens et al. "From fear to action: AI governance and 
opportunities for all." Frontiers in Computer Science 5 (2023): 1210421.
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Personal Digital Ecosystem



Accessing the digital domain

online once a day online
few times a day

online up to 150
times a day



Digital Life: Post Smartphone era



Digital Life: Post Smartphone era



Confluence of the Digital and the 
Physical World



Confluence of the Digital and
the Physical World



The ability to sense and interpret 
anything that is happing in the real 

world at any time 

The ability to instantly influence any human 
and any part of the physical world

AI, Digitization and Society



App Based Crowd Monitoring

42






Global situation dependent personalized messages 
at individualized times and locations



Franke, T., Lukowicz, P., & Blanke, U. (2015). Smart crowds in 
smart cities: real life, city scale deployments of a smartphone
based participatory crowd management platform. Journal of
Internet Services and Applications, 6(1), 27.

Wirz, M., Franke, T., Roggen, D., Mitleton-Kelly, E., 
Lukowicz, P., & Tröster, G. (2013). Probing crowd density
through smartphones in city-scale mass gatherings. EPJ Data 
Science, 2(1), 5.



Example: Augmented Traffic

works if everyone is in a “cooperative” state



Example: Augmented Traffic

drivers in “aggressive” state may start to take advantage



Example: Augmented Traffic

....which causes people to stop being cooperative



Example: Augmented Traffic

....which causes a traffic jam



Example: Augmented Traffic

Idiot from 
behind !



Effect 
Perspective: Vehicle on right lane of

motorway
Anger concerning merging vehicle

F(2, 18)=27.13, p=.001

Normal Rude Rude&AmI
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The ability to sense and interpret 
anything that is happing in the real 

world at any time 

The ability to instantly influence any human 
and any part of the physical world

Monopolization as Safety Risk !

Who can be trusted with 
that much power ?



The ability to sense and interpret 
anything that is happing in the real 

world at any time 

The ability to instantly influence any human 
and any part of the physical world

Emergent/Chaotic Behavior as Safety Risk

Tightly coupled, distributed 
feedback loops often lead to 
non-linear dynamic systems 
with emergent and possibly 

chaotic behavior



• leading US stock indices, including the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average, S&P 500, and Nasdaq Composite 
Index, tumbled and partially rebounded in less than an 
hour

• market indices managed to partially rebound in the same 
day, the flash crash erased almost $1 trillion in market 
value

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/equities/dow-jones-industrial-average-djia/


Inertial tracking

true path

estimated



corrected position

corrected positionCoolaborative Localization



Based on 60km of traces from 
10 people at a 3 day festival in Malta

Kloch, Kamil, Paul Lukowicz, and Carl Fischer. 
"Collaborative PDR localisation with mobile phones." 
In 2011 15th Annual International Symposium on 
Wearable Computers, pp. 37-40. IEEE, 2011.



Theoretical model

individual error collaborative errorKampis, G., Kantelhardt, J. W., Kloch, K., & 
Lukowicz, P. (2015). Analytical and simulation
models for collaborative localization. Journal of
Computational Science, 6, 1-10.

“codification” of individual behaviors and interactions



Chaotic Behavior as Safety risk 
• Sometimes there can be 

infinitely many orbits with 
vastly different behaviors 
infinitely close to each otherin
terms of the control parameter 
and starting conditions 

• Unless we control the starting 
conditions and relevant 
paramter with infinite 
accuracy, we have to live with 
seemingly random behavior 
changes



The ability to sense and interpret 
anything that is happing in the real 

world at any time 

The ability to instantly influence any human 
and any part of the physical world

Emergent/Chaotic Behavior as Safety Risk

Can we rule out that  
superintelligence  “emerges” 
from networked AIs getting 
more and more complex ?

+ =
?

Can we rule that a fleet of evil 
aliens arrives in the solar 

system next year to attack 
earth ?



The ability to sense and interpret 
anything that is happing in the real 

world at any time 

The ability to instantly influence any human 
and any part of the physical world

Emergent/Chaotic Behavior as Safety Risk

Giving too much control of our 
world to networked AI that 
may display fundamentally 

unpredictable behaviour may 
have catastrophic 

consequences ! 
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AI Safety aspects
1. Technical safety: “classical” view of robustness, assurance, and specification of in 

particular ML systems

2. Human Computer Interaction aspects of safety

3. Social/ethical aspects of safety

4. Collective phenomena related aspects of safety

5. Superintelligence related safety concerns

AI being too intelligent is unlikely to kill us, a combination of artificial and natural 
stupidity with complexity may however do great, even existential harm



https://www.humane-ai.eu

https://www.humane-ai.eu/
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